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Introduction
An Extra Day Score (EDS) is a qualifying score that can be played outside a competition.
Every EDS will be put in the central database of the KBGF (Belgian Golf Federation). All
EDS cards for Homeclub members will be controlled by the handicap committee of Golfclub
Kampenhout. The EDS system will follow the rules that are defined in the EGA Handicap
system till the 1st November 2020. After this the new WHS (World Handicap System) will
be in place. But since the WHS will track already the past and current handicap changes
the basic guidelines of WHS will be followed in the EDS implementation. It is the
responsibility of the players to Act with integrity by following the Rules of Handicapping
and to refrain from using or circumventing, the Rules of Handicapping for the purpose of
gaining an unfair advantage.

1. EDS Cards
GC Kampenhout will allow two ways to have an EDS round. A physical score card can be
asked at the secretary office before a round is played or an Electronic Card can be
requested via the electronic (I-golf) system. With Electronic EDS automatic e-mails will be
sent to the player, marker, homeclub and GC Kampenhout to confirm the registration.
At all times the handicap committee will track the EDS cards and can challenge the entered
cards as described in the Rules of Handicapping. Cards will be signed off by the Captain
and/or a member of the handicap committee. The golf course needs to open for Qualifying
Rounds (Course Rating and Slope Rating requirements need to be maintained) to get valid
EDS.

1.1. G.C. Kampenhout as Homeclub
1.1.1. In Belgium
•
•

•

Only EDS card played on the golfcourse of Golfclub Kampenhout will be accepted.
Every EDS card will be considered as a Qualifying round.
For the administration of the EDS Cards GC Kampenhout will charge an EDS fee of
5 Euro per EDS round. For Juniors and/or 9 holes only 50% of the fee will be
charged.
EDS Cards will only be valid if:
- The handicap categories of a player are cat.2 till cat.5.
As of 29 May 2020, cat.1 (<4.5hcp) and cat.6 (37-54 hcp) players will also be
allowed to bring in EDS Cards. This follows the principles of the WHS system
and has been accepted by the KBGF.
- The maximum of 5 EDS cards per year has also been lifted by the KBGF and
currently no limits are put on the maximum amount of EDS cards that can be
played.
- An EDS only counts for handicapping when player has registered their name and
Federation Card Number on the EDS entry list (automatic with electronic
system) before starting the round. The entry must include the number of holes
to be played (9 or 18 holes), date and hour of entry, name and Federation
Number of the Marker, EGA- and playing handicap. Registration needs to be
done before the round has started.
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•

A tee-time needs to be registered and is part of the EDS registration. Every EDS
card will be for a specific registered tee-time.
- The player must record the same details as mentioned above on the physical
score card (the electronic version will do this automatically) and must return the
score card signed by the marker and countersigned by himself. For the electronic
EDS card an electronic signature is required.
- If the player, after registration on EDS entry list, does not return the score card,
a NR (No-Return) will be recorded for handicap purposes.
- The EDS card should be submitted (at reception or electronically) as soon as
possible on the day of play, and before midnight. If after 3 days, the card is not
entered it will be registered as No-Return.
- Format of play needs to be Single Strokeplay or Single Stableford. The score
will be recalculated to a Stableford score.
- Full 9 or 18 holes need to be played.
- The EDS fee is paid before the EDS round starts (tee-times). If the fee is not
paid upfront the EDS card will be cancelled. Note that EDS-fee payment of
electronic EDS card also needs to be done at the reception. No in-app (I-golf)
payment will be accepted. The published EDS-fee on the electronic booking tool
(I-golf) does not represent the fee that needs to be paid.
Requirement Markers:
- The marker of an EDS card will be minimum handicap category 4 (max 26.4
hcp).
- For category 6 players it is advised to have a Marker with a minimum handicap
category of 3 (max. handicap of 18.4).
- If the marker is <18 years, the handicap category of the marker needs to be
Cat.2 (max. handicap of 11.4)
- A marker cannot be younger than 16years.
- Members of the sport committee can always be makers.
- If requirement for markers is not met the EDS will be cancelled if it will be
registered.

1.1.2. International EDS Cards
No Extra Day Scores will be accepted for rounds plays outside Belgium. This round will
be out of the jurisdiction of the KBGF.

1.2. G.C. Kampenhout hosting club players with other Homeclub
Every player that will ask for an EDS card at the reception of GC Kampenhout will be
allowed to play an EDS round if the Handicap Conditions are met. The player will be put on
the EDS list (electronically also possible) and the Homeclub will be notified of the EDS
round on our terrain. An EDS-fee of 7 Euor will need to be paid to GC Kampenhout. Note
that GC Kampenhout does not use in-app (I-golf) payments and fee needs to be paid at
the reception before start of the round. An EDS is always linked at a tee-time.
The responsibility of the players conditions to play an EDS is with the Homeclub. The
Handicap Authority of the Homeclub will control if all conditions are met to be a valid EDS
and will register the possible change on the players Exact handicap based on the scores
that are registered.
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2. Competitions
2.1.

Belgium

2.1.1. Qualifying and Counting competitions
The result will automatically be entered in the handicap system.

2.1.2. Non-Qualifying competitions
Scorecards for a competition round that will be defined as Non-Qualifying before or the
same day because of weather or terrain conditions can be accepted as an EDS if the
conditions for an EDS card are met.

2.2. International
2.2.1. GC Kampenhout Qualifying and Counting competitions
The results will be entered in the handicap system based on the results.

2.2.2. Qualifying and Counting competitions from National Federations
Results from players from competitions organised by National Federations, affiliated clubs
and other organisations can be accepted based on the official results published by the
foreign competitions. For the cards to be accepted the scorecard (or copy) needs to be
stamped or signed off by the captain or responsible from the foreign organization.

2.2.3. Non-Qualifying competition
GC Kampenhout will not accept any scorecards for non-qualifying competitions outside
Belgian.

3. Questions
If there is any questions or doubts about the rules to be followed, the Handicap Committee that has
the authority to judge if the score will be added as a Qualifying Score.
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